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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
for the
District of Maryland
United States of America

)
)
)
)
)
)

v.

SHOLA RISIKAT BALOGUN

J. . tfLI/3 :J/<S'

Case No.;

Defendant(s)

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT
I, the complainant in this case, state that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
On or about the date(s) of

2006 - December 2008

in the county of

Prince George's County

in the

District of _ _---'-'M-'-"a:..:..ry.]...:l..=a.:....:.nd=---_ _ , the defendant(s) violated:

Offense Description

Code Section
Title 18 U.S.C.§ 1343
Title 18 U.S.C.§ 1349
Title 18 U.S.C.§ 1344

Wire Fraud
Bank Fraud - Conspiracy
Bank Fraud

IIlEO

_ENTERED
_LOGGED _RECEIVED

OCT! 1 2012

This criminal complaint is based on these facts:

AT GREENBELT
CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MARYLAND

As further described in the attached affidavit.
BY

~

DEPUTY

~ Continued on the attached sheet.

Complainant's signature

Special Agent Meredith Bank, Special Agent, USSS
Printed name and title

Sworn to before me and signed in my presence.

Date:

/0/"r 'J ~

City and state:

Judge's signature

Greenbelt, Maryland

/ :L- J.) 'III J7G5
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AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF SEARCH WARRANTS AND CRIMINAL COMPLAINTS

(/'-'2.

As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that Shola BALOGUN (ItBALOGUN") and
Emeka UDEZE (ItUDEZE") have engaged in an extensive scheme to commit fraud by obtaining
millions of dollars in mortgages using false and fraudulent information. BALOGUN and UDEZE,
posing as loan officers for Newgate Mortgage, caused hundreds of loans to be funded by
convincing lenders to accept mortgages for borrowers that had no way of fulfilling the terms of
the loans. BALOGUN and UDEZE profited by taking commission payments, yield spread
premiums, and other broker's fees directly from the mortgages which they fraudulently
obtained. This affidavit is submitted in support of criminal complaints and arrest warrants for
BALOGUN and UDEZE, and a search warrant for BALOGUN's home.
BACKGROUND

3.

I have been employed as a Special Agent by the USSS since March 2008 and am currently
assigned to the Financial Crimes Squad of the Washington Field Office. I have investigated cases
involving mortgage fraud, bank fraud, credit card fraud, and identity theft. I have received
training and experience in interviewing and interrogation techniques, arrest procedures, search
and seizure, white collar crimes, search warrant applications, and various other crimes. In the
course of my training and experience, I have become familiar with the methods and techniques
associated with economic crimes and the organization of economic crime conspiracies. In the
course of conducting these investigations, I have been involved in the use of the following
investigative techniques: interviewing informants, cooperating witnesses, and subjects;
conducting physical surveillance; tracing financial transactions; and preparing and executing
search and arrest warrants.

4.

I am authorized to investigate violations of the laws of the United States; and I am a law
enforcement officer with authority to execute arrest and search warrants issued under authority
of the United States.

5.

The information set forth in this Affidavit is known to me as a result of investigation personally
conducted by me and by other law enforcement agents.

6.

This Affidavit is being submitted for the limited purpose of supporting applications for search
warrants and criminal complaints. Thus, I have not set forth each and every fact learned during
the course of the investigation. In addition, where conversations or statements are related
herein, they are related in substance and in part except where otherwise indicated.
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7.

This Affidavit is respectfully submitted in support of applications for the issuance of: (1) search
warrant for: 13702 Tree Leaf Court, Upper Marlboro, Maryland (the home of BALOGUN); and

(2) cr imillal colflplalnts for UDEZE and BAlOGUN (colleCtIvely, the Defendants ).
8.

The facts and circumstances set forth in this Affidavit demonstrate that there is probable cause
to believe that contained within the location listed above there are records, files,
correspondence, memoranda, computers, computer disks, bank and other financial records,
data, and other materials that constitute evidence of, the fruits of, or instrumentalities of
criminal violations of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1343 (Wire Fraud), 1349 (Conspiracy
to Commit Wire Fraud), 1344 (Bank Fraud), and 1010 (fraud with respect to transactions
involving the Department of Housing and Urban Development).

9.

The facts and circumstances set forth in this Affidavit demonstrate that there is probable cause
to believe that the Defendants have committed a violation of Title 18, United States Code,
Section 1349 (Conspiracy to Commit Wire Fraud).
FACTS SUPPORTING PROBABLE CAUSE
A.

Subject Background Information

10. SHOLA RISIKAT BALOGUN was born in March 1968, and has a Social Security number 22x-xx

xx27. BALOGUN was born in Nigeria and resides at 13702 Tree Leaf Court, Upper Marlboro,
Maryland, one of the subject locations. BALOGUN is currently the owner of Sky Petroleum
based in Largo, Maryland. At all times relevant to this case, BALOGUN was a licensed mortgage
broker and sole proprietor of Newgate Mortgage ("Newgate"). BALOGUN has several bank
accounts, including accounts in the names of "Newgate Mortgage," "Sky Petroleum," Risikat
BALOGUN, and variants of those names.

11. EMEKA UDEZE was born in April 1975, and has a Social Security number 21x-xx-xx81. UDEZE
was born in Nigeria and resides in Prince George's County, MD. UDEZE is currently the owner of
E&T Consulting and works with others in the mortgage industry from his home. At all times
relevant to this case, UDEZE was employed as a loan officer. UDEZE also has several bank
accounts, including accounts in the names of "E&T Consulting" and Emeka UDEZE.

12. Daniel Ofei ("Ofei") was born in July 1975; his social security number is 212-xx-xxOO. Ofei was
born in Ghana. At all times relevant to this case, Ofei worked a licensed real estate agent,
working for Prudential Carruthers in Silver Spring, Maryland. Ofei has pled guilty in case It PJM

11-0404 to wire fraud conspiracy charges in connection with fraudulent mortgages that he
arranged for his clients. Ofei is currently in the custody of the Bureau of Prisons.

13. Michael Abobor ("Abobor") was born in April 1974; his social security number is 323-xx-xx82.
Abobor was born in Ghana. At all times relevant to this case, Abobor worked as a licensed real
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estate agent, working for Prudential Carruthers in Silver Spring, Maryland. Abobor has been
indicted on wire fraud charges in connection with fraudulent mortgages that he arranged for his
cliellts dnd is pending triallr\ case tI PJM-12-01S0. Trial Is scheduled to begin In February 2013.
B.

The Scheme

14. From approximately 2006 to December 2008, in the District of Maryland and elsewhere,
BALOGUN and UDEZE engaged in a conspiracy with Ofei, Abobor, and others to commit
mortgage fraud by recruiting straw buyers and unqualified buyers to purchase homes in
Maryland. The straw buyers and unqualified buyers included mostly friends and associates from
the African immigrant community. Some of the buyers were members of a church, Action
Worship Chapel in Laurel, Maryland, attended by both Ofei and UDEZE. Through multiple
sources of information, federal law enforcement has learned that Ofei and UDEZE were seen as
being highly successful in the real estate industry by individuals within the West African
community and their church community, which helped them attract "straw buyers" who wished
to make investments in real estate, as described below.
15. BALOGUN and UDEZE conspired with Ofei, Abobor, and other real estate agents and loan
officers (set forth in more detail below) to defraud banks by submitting false and fraudulent
income, employment, and other information pertaining to otherwise unqualified borrowers.
This false and fraudulent information caused the banks to fund residential mortgage loans that
were destined to fail because, as the conspirators well knew, the borrowers did not have the
income or assets to make the mortgage payments. In particular, UDEZE and BALOGUN profited
by, among other things, collecting origination fees, commissions, yield spread premiums, and
broker's fees from each loan that closed.
16. In a legitimate residential real estate transaction, the real estate agent helps his or her client
locate a satisfactory property. The real estate agent might refer the client to a loan officer for
assistance obtaining a mortgage, if the client has not already made arrangements for financing,
but the role of the loan officer is distinctly separate. The loan officer's responsibility is to collect
information from a client regarding the client's employment, income, assets, and liabilities and
to find a bank willing to loan money to the client based on this information. Although the
responsibilities of the real estate agent are distinctly different from the responsibilities of the
loan officer, many unsophisticated buyers are not aware of these differences.
17. Federal law enforcement has interviewed many of the clients/buyers. These witnesses have
informed law enforcement that if BALOGUN, UDEZE, Ofei, or Abobor asked them for documents
or information regarding their employment, income, and assets, they provided BALOGUN,
UDEZE, Ofei, or Abobor with true and accurate information. As relevant here, the clients/
borrowers tended to be unsophisticated and described working primarily with one person
(either BALOGUN, UDEZE, Ofei, or Abobor), who handled everything related to the search for a
property and the purchase transaction.
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18. Through interviews with former colleagues of BALOGUN and UDEZE and through the review of
numerous documents collected through subpoenas, your Affiant has learned the following:
BALOGUN Bl"lel UDEZE

acted as loall officels fOI tile Illajolity of loa 115 tllat wele

processed at

Newgate. Other former Newgate employees were held out as loan officers on loan applications
submitted to lenders by Newgate. These individuals were not licensed in the state of Maryland
to originate loans. More than one former employee of Newgate has stated that his or her name
was applied to Newgate loan applications as a loan officer when that employee had nothing to
do with the transaction.
19. Ofei and Abobor both had interactions with BALOGUN and UDEZE and each brought
information relating to clients to Newgate for use in obtaining mortgage loans. In some cases,
Ofei and Abobor provided BALOG UN and UDEZE with all of the information needed to process
and close a loan. This included information about the identity of the borrower, the borrower's
alleged employer, alleged monthly income, and the borrower's alleged assets and liabilities. In
other cases, Ofei would request UDEZE's assistance with fraudulent documentation, to include
false documents supporting the borrower's employer, income, assets, and other information,
that were submitted to the bank along with the client's loan application. In cases like this
where UDEZE produced fraudulent documents in support of a loan application - Ofei would pay
UDEZE for these services. BALOGUN and UDEZE had very little, if any, contact with Ofei's and
Abobor's borrowers.
20.

After the mortgages were issued, the borrowers became responsible for making mortgage
payments they could not afford. In some cases, no payments were made, while in other
cases, the borrowers attempted to make mortgage payments for a period of time.
Ultimately, all of these mortgages either foreclosed or were sold short. Law enforcement's
investigation has revealed that BALOGUN and UDEZE were responsible for originating nearly
100 fraudulent transactions, causing a loss in excess of $3,000,000.00.

C.

Examples of Fraudulent Transactions

21. The following are representative examples of fraudulent transactions conducted by BALOGUN
and/or UDEZE.
a.

12907 Gladys Retreat Circle, Upper Marlboro, Maryland

Date of Transaction/ Purchase Price
Buyer/ Agent
Bank Issuing Mortgage/
Mortgage Amount
Loan Officer
Primary Residence Indication on Mortgage
Application?
Buyer's Listed Employer

3/19/2008, $417,000
R.B./ Ofei
J. P Morgan Chase/ $396,150
UDEZE
Yes
Doctor's Community Hospital &
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Buyer's Listed Monthly Income

Total Concept Homes
$10,562
<:jl1

R \/t>r' c <:;t::ltt>n t.cct>tc

nnn

$42,000
Foreclosed, 12/21/11, Loss = $252,200

Disposition

22. Ofei represented the buyer, R.B., in this transaction. Investigation has revealed that the primary
residence status, employer, and monthly income information. on this mortgage application were
materially false.
23. Through multiple sources of information, law enforcement has learned that R.B. approached
Ofei after one of Ofei's church testimonials. R.B. asked Ofei for his help in selling her current
property because she could not afford the mortgage payments. Ofei told her not to short sale
this property, but to purchase more properties and rent them out. Ofei promised R.B. that if
she were to purchase these properties and rent them out, she could sell them for a profit in one
year.
24. After conducting an interview with R.B., law enforcement has learned that R.B. agreed to
purchase two properties with the help of Ofei and others. R.B. had to wait a period of time to
purchase these properties in order for her credit to be suitable for the lenders. Ofei, however,
encouraged R.B. to purchase these properties with his assistance. R.B. provided Ofei with her
true pay stubs, W-2s, tax returns, and bank statements. R.B. earned approximately $2,400 per
month in 2008 when she purchased these properties. R.B. had a Bank of America account at the
time with a balance between $2,000 and $3,000. UDEZE served as the loan officer for this
transaction.
25. Law enforcement has learned that Ofei and UDEZE were both aware that, at the time of the
closing(s), R.B. earned significantly less income than would have been required to purchase two
investment properties at once, and that R.B. was only employed by Doctor's Community
Hospital. R.B. has stated that she has never heard of "Total Concept Homes," a business falsely
claimed as an employer for several borrowers UDEZE and BALOGUN completed loans for.

b.

5753 Flagflower Place, Columbia, Maryland

Date of Transaction/ Purchase Price
Buyer/ Agent
Bank Issuing Mortgage/
Mortgage Amount
Loan Officer
Primary Residence Indication on Mortgage
Application?
Buyer's Listed Employer

7/26/2006, $330,000
M.F./None
WMC/$330,OOO
BALOGUN
Yes
Trinity Care, Inc.
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Buyer's Listed Monthly Income
Buyer's Stated Assets
..
~.

$6,118
$8,156
~,
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26. Investigation has revealed that M.F. was referred to BALOGUN by a friend. BALOGUN helped
M.F. purchase the Flagflower property in August of 2005. BALOGUN was the only person M.F.
worked with during the purchase process, and M.F. assumed BAlOGUN was both a real estate
agent and a loan officer. M.F. and BALOGUN talked about M.F.'s income and what she could
afford, but BALOGUN did not ask M.F. for any W-2s, pay stubs, tax returns, or any other
documents supporting her employment and income. Investigation has revealed that the
employer and monthly income information on the mortgage application submitted by

BALOGUN in M.F.'s name was materially false.
27. M.F. could not afford the mortgage payments for the Flagflower property and called BALOGUN
for advice on what to do. BALOGUN advised M.F. to refinance and, approximately one year
later, BALOGUN re-financed the Flagflower property for M.F. The re-financing appears to have
been completely over the telephone. M.F. was hoping for a lower mortgage payment; in fact,
the re-financing resulted in a higher mortgage payment.
28. Law enforcement has learned that M.F. has never heard ofTrinity Care, Inc., the employer listed
on her loan application. Investigators also have learned that the monthly income listed on
M.F.'s loan application, $6,118, is significantly inflated. Investigation has revealed that M.F. was
not aware that BALOGUN had placed this false information on her loan application.
c.

7505 Old Chapel Drive, Bowie, Maryland

Date of Transaction/ Purchase Price
Buyer/ Agent
Bank Issuing Mortgage/
Mortgage Amount
Loan Officer

2/28/2007, $509,000
G.A./BALOGUN
Fremont/$458,100

Primary Residence Indication on Mortgage
Application?
Buyer's Listed Employer
Buyer's Listed Monthly Income
Buyer's Stated Assets
Disposition

Yes

BALOGUN

Patient Family Care and Union Home Services
$8,844
$5,399
Still in G.A.'s name

29. Law enforcement has learned that G.A. was referred to BALOGUN by a friend. BALOGUN
helped GA purchase the Old Chapel Drive property in February of 2007. BALOGUN was the
only person GA worked with during the purchase process, and GA assumed BALOGUN was
both a real estate agent and a loan officer. G.A. and BALOGUN talked about G.A.'s income and
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G.A. provided true and accurate W-2s, bank statements, and tax returns to BALOGUN. Law
enforcement's investigation has revealed that one of the employers and the monthly income
information on this mortgage application 'Nere materially false.
30. Law enforcement also has learned that GA has never heard of Union Home Services, one of the
employers listed on her loan application. G.A. also insisted that the monthly income listed on
her loan application is significantly inflated. G.A. was not aware that BALOGUN had placed this
information on G.A.'s application.
31. Investigation has revealed that G.A.'s loan application also listed two alleged rental properties in
the "other real estate owned" section. G.A.'s loan file includes a lease agreement showing G.A.
as the landlord for a property, and the lease called for the tenant to pay $2,750 in monthly rent.
Through investigation, however, law enforcement has learned that the signature that appears
on this lease agreement was not made by G.A.; G.A. does not recognize the tenant name listed
on the lease agreement; and she did not collect rent from anyone living at this property. In fact,
G.A.'s estranged husband lived at this address and did not pay rent to G.A.

d.

14251 Oxford Drive, Laurel, Maryland

Date of Transaction/ Purchase Price

3/27/2008, $345,000
A.A. / Moses Patrick
J.P. Morgan Chase/ $345,000

Buyer/ Agent
Bank Issuing Mortgage/
Mortgage Amount
Loan Officer
Primary Residence Indication on
Mortgage Application?
Buyer's Listed Employer
Buyer's Listed Monthly Income
Buyer's Stated Assets
Disposition

UDEZE
Yes
Total Concept Homes
$8,059
$58,000
Currently in default

32. Through an interview with A.A., federal law enforcement has learned UDEZE, A.A., and A.A.'s
husband were friends and attended the same church. AA was in the process of purchasing a
property without UDEZE in 2007 when UDEZE approached her and asked her to co-sign on a
property with him. The deal on the first property ultimately fell through.
33. A.A. worked only with UDEZE to purchase the Oxford Drive property and is not aware of the
involvement of any other real estate professional in her purchase of this property. A.A.'s
understanding of her involvement in the Oxford Drive transaction was that UDEZE was
purchasing the property and that AA was only going to be a co-signer. A.A. had no intention of
living in the Oxford Drive property. A.A. was not asked to provide and did not provide UDEZE
with any supporting documents in support of the application for this loan.
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34. Inve:stigBtof:S showed A.A. a COpy of I i~1 loall applicatioli foI Ilel pUi [I lase of

tile

Oxfol d Di ive

property that shows her employer as "Total Concept Homes" and lists her monthly income as
$8,059. In fact, A.A. was a nurse at Howard University during the loan application process and
has never worked for Total Concept Homes. A.A. showed agents copies of her 2007 tax returns
that showed her entire income as being $8,794. A.A. was not aware of the false statements
found on her loan application. Law enforcement's investigation has revealed that the primary
residence status, employer, monthly income, and stated asset information on this mortgage
application were materially false.
35. A.A.'s name was the sole name on the loan application even though UDEZE led A.A. to believe
that she was only co-signing on the loan. However, UDEZE's name is on the Deed of Trust .
. UDEZE promised to make the monthly mortgage payments on the Oxford Drive property and
had all bank correspondence sent to him. Subsequently, A.A. received correspondence from J.

P. Morgan Chase stating that mortgage payments were not being made on the Oxford Drive
property.
36. In addition, law enforcement has learned that, contrary to the information provided on the
mortgage application for the Oxford Drive property, A.A. did not hold the balance recorded on
her Bank of America account.

e.

4027 Caribon Street, Bowie, Maryland

Date of Transaction/
Purchase Price

2/5/2008, $395,000

Buyer/ Agent
Bank Issuing Mortgage/
Mortgage Amount
Loan Officer

R.K. / None
J.P. Morgan Chase/$395,000

Primary Residence Indication
Mortgage Application?
Buyer's Listed Employer

Yes

BALOGUN

Compworld Technologies and World Vision

Buyer's Listed Monthly Income

$13,672

Buyer's Stated Asset (s)
Disposition

$10,000
Currently in default, Foreclosure pending

37. Through an interview with R.K., law enforcement has learned that R.K. attended the same
church as UDEZE. R.K. knew that UDEZE worked in real estate and seemed very successful. In
2006, R.K. began working with UDEZE to purchase properties. R.K. provided UDEZE with copies
of her accurate pay stubs, W-2s, bank statements, and tax returns. R.K. is unaware who
represented her as a real estate agent for the Caribon Street transaction. Law enforcement's
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investigation has revealed that the primary residence status, employer, monthly income, and
stated asset information on this mortgage application all were materially false.
38. R.K. had contact only with UDEZE through the entire purchase process. However, BAlOGUN is
listed as the loan officerfor the Caribon Street property, even though R.K. never met BAlOGUN.
In addition, R.K. never worked for Compworld Technologies, nor has she ever heard of this
business. (Your Affiant knows that Compworld Technologies is a business that is listed falsely on
several borrowers' applications involving either UDEZE or BAlOGUN).
39. R.K. bought three properties with the help of UDEZE without seeing any of the properties.
UDEZE knew R.K. never intended to live in any of the properties. The Caribon Street property
was purchased for UDEZE to live in. R.K. was supposed to purchase these properties as
investments with UDEZE. UDEZE agreed to keep 70% of any profit since he did most of the work
finding tenants, managing the properties, collecting rent, and making mortgage payments.
40. In 2008, R.K. and UDEZE purchased the Caribon Street property. UDEZE told R.K. that since
UDEZE would be living in the property, R.K. could take her name off the mortgage loan in six
months when UDEZE refinanced it. UDEZE finally told R.K. that he could not sell the property
and simply gave her $5,000. UDEZE told R.K. she would not receive any other money once the
property was sold.
f.

3906 Elbridge Terrace, Bowie, Maryland

Date of Transaction/
Purchase Price
Buyer/Agent
Bank Issuing Mortgage/
Mortgage Amount
Loan Officer
Primary Residence Indication
On Mortgage Application?
Buyer's Listed Employer
Buyer's Listed Monthly Income
Buyer's Stated Assets
Disposition

12/5/2007, $335,000
F.A./Ofei

J. P. Morgan Chase/$335,OOO
UDEZE
Yes
USEC Service Corp.
$6,950.58
$25,000
Short Sale 11/5/08, Loss = $78,600

41. Ofei represented the purchaser, FA, in this transaction, which took place less than one month
after another fraudulent transaction Ofei had set up with a separate loan officer. Law
enforcement's investigation has revealed that the primary residence status, liabilities, and
monthly income information on this mortgage application were materially false.
42. Law enforcement has further learned that FA was looking to purchase a property and was
referred to Ofei by a friend. FA provided Ofei, her realtor, with a copy of her driver's license,
9
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pay stubs, W-2s, a credit report, and bank statements from her accounts at FDIC Credit Union
and the Transit Union Credit Union. FA was contacted shortly thereafter by UDEZE to sign
documents. FA realized the payments for the property would be more than $3,000 per month.
FA told Ofei and UDEZE that she could not afford to pay the mortgage on this property;
however, Ofei told FA there would be renovation money coming from the purchase of the
property. Ofei also told FA that FA did not have to use the renovation money to renovate the
property but, rather, she could use this money to make the mortgage payments.
43. Once FA moved into the property, she realized something was wrong and she could not stay in
the property. FA later discovered that the mortgage payments OFEI said were being made
were in fact not being made. FA sought the help of a short-sale specialist to sell the property.
Through the short sale process, FA looked further into the purchase documents. FA met with
Ofei's supervisor and with UDEZE to complain about the purchase of the property. FA relied
on OFEI and UDEZE to guide her through the process of purchasing the property and was
distraught to find several false statements and false documents had been submitted to the
lender on her behalf. UDEZE had little contact with FA before the closing took place and
knowingly submitted false information to the lender as part of the conspiracy with Ofei.
D.

Recorded Conversation With Ofei

44. On or about February 10, 2011, a cooperating witness, C5-1, engaged in a consensuallyrecorded conversation with Ofei. During this conversation, Ofei made several statements
concerning the fraud he and others had perpetrated, including that: (1) Ofei and others had
worked with UDEZE because I/[h]e makes things happen, man;1/ (2) referring to UDEZE's ability
to close a loan, I/He's going to put a deal together and it's gonna go through, they can call and
verify anything. It goes through"; (3) referring to the false employment information on the
borrowers' loan applications, I/[UDEZE] just finds a company, let's say that you work there and
you make the money, and the company will actually file taxes and everything in case you were
investigated and everything;" "The company says you are an employee there and you make that
kind of money and I think the penalty is not, is not that big. Like let's say you work for a
company right. Yeah, Yeah, I mean you have to pay the company to say that, for them to say
you work there.1/ Ofei's statements corroborate investigators' sense that UDEZE was a
participant in a mortgage fraud conspiracy.
PROPERTY TO BE SEARCHED
45. 13702 Tree leaf Court, Upper Marlboro, Maryland, is the residence of BAlOGUN. Investigation
by law enforcement has revealed that BAlOGUN was seen exiting this residence and placing her
trash on the public street as recently as 8/14/12. In addition, agents have learned that the trash
that was placed on the public street near this residence on 8/17/12 contained mail addressed to
BAlOGUN herself.
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TARGET LOCATION'S NEXUS TO THE CRIMES UNDER INVESTIGATION

46. Based on my training and experience, the training and experience of other investigators working
on this case, and on the facts described above, I know that it is common for individuals involved
in financial crime to maintain financial documents and records relating to their personal and
business affairs. These documents will show the acquisition, conversion, movement, secretion,
transfer, and distribution of currency, real property, and personal property. It is also common
for such persons to maintain financial instruments that are the proceeds of, or facilitating
property of, the illegal activity. These documents, records, and financial instruments are often
retained for long periods of time in secure and accessible locations, including residences;
businesses; vehicles; work spaces, desks and file cabinets; office and home computers and
personal communication devices; safe deposit boxes; banks; and storage facilities.
47. Based on my training and experience, and the training and experience of other agents, I also
know that conspirators in a financial scheme often keep separate sets of books to record the
transfer of funds into and out of the conspiracy and to keep track of how the proceeds are
distributed among and between the conspirators.
48. Based on the number of fraudulent documents created, there is probable cause to believe that
there would be evidence of, the fruits, of, or instrumentalities of the crimes being investigated
in this case in the homes, vehicles, and office spaces of the individuals named above.
49. The records and documents created and retained by individuals involved in financial crime also
often include correspondence with co-conspirators; U.S. Postal Service and/ or next day carrier
services documents and receipts; investor records; contracts; Rolodex files; photographs;
appointment books; notes; airline and other travel tickets and receipts; bank accounts records;
and financial instruments.
50. Individuals involved in financial crime create such documents, records, and information by
various means, including, but not limited to, computers, printers, telex machines, facsimile
machines, and telephones, telephone answering machines, cellular phones, and cameras. These
individuals also maintain such documents, records, and information in various forms, including
but not limited to, electrical, magnetic, photographic, and tangible.
COI\lClUSION

51. Based on the facts set forth above, your Affiant submits respectfully that there is probable cause
to believe that UDEZE and BALOGUN have committed violations of Title 18, U.S. Code, Section
1349 (Conspiracy to Commit Wire Fraud). Your Affiant respectfully requests that criminal
complaints and arrest warrants be issued, as prayed.
52. Based on the facts set forth above, your Affiant submits respectfully that there is probable cause
to believe that the target location contains evidence and instrumentalities of violations ofTitle
11
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18,

!.J. S. Code, Section 1349 (Conspiracy to Commit Wire Fraud). Your Affiant respectfully

requests that a search warrant be issued, as prayed.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

))~~

.

Meredith Bank
Special Agent
U.S. Secret Service

Sworn and subscribed to this

I

In-

~ day of October 2012 .

. Jillyn K. Schulze
Unite States Magistrate Judge
District of Maryland
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